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THEOLOGY AND THE ART OF GOTHIC CATHEDRALS 
 

Period: 12 September - 19 September 2018 (1 week) 

Camp location: Paris, France 

Camp fee (excl. flight): euro 180,00. The amount is not mandatory for the participation - you can 

make an offer anonymously, according to your possibilities.  

Recommended age: from 18 to 35  

 

Our first appointment will be on September 12th from 5PM in Paris at Rue de Sèvres, 33  

 

 

Living Stones is an international communion of youth Christian communities born to announce and 

explore Faith through Art. They have a distinctive style that gives priority to prayer, intense community 

life, theological and art-historical formation, simplicity, service, the attention to marginalised people 

and complete gratuity. 

This spiritual and artistic week of intense study and prayer will bring us to the heart of Paris, where 

we will learn about the birth of Gothic Art and the political, social and religious history during the 

Middle Age. During the classes we will treat topics like Introduction and Overview on The Middle Ages, 
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the Platonic and Aristotelian tradition, the reason of East–West Scism, the origin of Gothic 

Architecture; some of the lectures will be combined with visits to the Musée National du Moyen Âge. 

The seminar will include individual study on the historic sources and working group sessions. 

Furthermore, we will visit some of the beautiful ancient gothic sites in the city enjoying their 

remarkable story and architecture: we will have the theological and artistic explanation of churches 

like Saint-Séverin, Sainte-Chapelle, Saint-Denis, la Cathédrale Notre-Dame. 

Two whole days will be dedicated to out-of-town guided visits in the gothic sites of Chartre and 

Beauvais. 

We will experience daily Mass and brief meditation on the Word each morning. 

The accommodation conditions will be simple and sober (mat and sleeping bag are necessary). 

 


